Magnetic energy, fresh sound and unique playing style of DJ Prosha are key to successful party.
DJ Prosha is widely known as in his hometown Moscow as all over Russia and abroad. He began his
music career in 1998 and quickly expanded his musical influence to some of the most elite clubs and
parties in Russia. Since then DJ Prosha has remained one of the most demanded HipHop and
partyrockin DJ's in Russia.
Continuous progress and original approach to music fuel public interest to his person over time. Today
behind the DJ Prosha there are thousands and thousands of sold mixtapes, many collaborations with
Russian and foreign artists, hundreds of performances in different cities and many shows in Moscow
clubs, on radio stations and other places.
Open-mindedness to innovations allows DJ Prosha to create interesting and original ideas in his work
and not to lock in any frameworks and conventions. Fresh look at the music has since the beginning of
his career helped DJ Prosha to burn the best Moscow dancefloors with nuclear mixture of D'n'b,
HipHop and scratching.
Great influence of DJ Prosha on development of Russian DJing is undeniable. DJ Prosha is recognized
by HipHop community as first-class Hip Hop DJ. He made name for himself by participating in
several music festivals becoming the loudest in that time. Thus, at the festival «Rap Music ’99» DJ
Prosha as a part of group «Blanzh» won the first place, month later he participated in DJing battle
«Grandmaster Dj 3». Both events were widely covered and contributed to popularity of DJ Prosha
over all territory of Russia and near-abroad countries.
Talent and unique ability to control a crowd definitely separates DJ Prosha from the rest. His
professionalism and excellent taste in music for long time catch up minds of listeners regardless of age
and social status: from connoisseurs of street mixtapes to visitors the most expensive and respectable
places, from dancers to professional DJ's, from fans of old school to fans of all the newest and
fashionable.
DJ Prosha has succeed as one of the most innovative and versatile DJ's in Russian by constantly
improving playing style, reinventing musical material, learning new scratching techniques and
monitoring the latest trends of musical industry.
Over his 15-year career DJ Prosha has moved effortlessly between different musical styles and
directions. His sets and mixes include not only HipHop/R'n'b and scratch music but also Moombahton,
Trap, Dubstep, Electro, Funk, Reggae, Reggaeton and much more
Magnetic and original performances of DJ Prosha are fueled by live mixes, exclusive mash up versions
of well-known songs, by his own remixes of other artists’ tracks as well as rhythms created in his
home studio in the heart of Moscow.
DJ Prosha is at the forefront of a new generation of partyrocking DJ's so his schedule filled with gigs
both in his hometown Moscow and all over Russia. Currently DJ Prosha works on his forthcoming
projects, holds a residency at several clubs and continues flying around Russia.
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